Disorders, fifth edition (DSM-5), adopting a concise, clear, and consistent item-wording. According to initial studies conducted in 2014, the instrument showed promising psychometric characteristics. The present study tested the psychometric properties, including language and gender invariance, in a large international sample of online gamers. In this study, data were collected from 7,193 participants comprising Hungarian (n ϭ 3,924), Iranian (n ϭ 791), English-speaking (n ϭ 754), French-speaking (n ϭ 421), Norwegian (n ϭ 195), Czech (n ϭ 496), and Peruvian (n ϭ 612) online gamers via gaming-related websites and gaming-related social-networking-site groups. A unidimensional factor structure provided a good fit to the data in all language-based samples. In addition, results indicated both language and gender invariance on the level of scalar invariance. Criterion and construct validity of the IGDT-10 was supported by its strong association with the Problematic Online Gaming Questionnaire and moderate association with weekly gaming time, psychopathological symptoms, and impulsivity. The proportions of each sample that met the cut-off score on the IGDT-10 varied between 1.61% and 4.48% in the individual samples, except for the Peruvian sample (13.44%). The IGDT-10 shows robust psychometric properties and appears suitable for conducting cross-cultural and gender comparisons across seven languages.
Keywords: cross-cultural comparison, gaming addiction, internet gaming disorder, measurement invariance, problematic gaming Supplemental materials: http://dx.doi.org/10.1037/adb0000433.supp Video gaming is one of the most popular entertainment activities, especially among children and young adults (van den Eijnden, Lemmens, & Valkenburg, 2016) . In part because of its rewarding nature, some gamers play excessively and a minority appear to show addiction-like symptoms (Király, Nagygyörgy, Griffiths, & Demetrovics, 2014) . Research into the area of problematic and addictive gaming dates back to the 1980s and has intensified more recently. Problematic video gaming, operationalized as internet gaming disorder (IGD), was included in Section 3 ("Emerging Measures and Models") of the latest (fifth) edition of the Diagnostic and Statistical Manual of Mental Disorders (DSM-5), as a condition warranting further study (American Psychiatric Association, 2013) . Furthermore, the upcoming 11th Revision of the International Classification of Diseases (ICD-11) also proposes to recognize gaming disorder (GD), and is similar to the DSM-5's classification of IGD (World Health Organization, 2018) .
The establishment of a formal gaming-related diagnosis has been much debated among scholars with respect to the validity of a diagnostic entity (e.g., Aarseth et al., 2017; Griffiths et al., 2016; Király, Griffiths, & Demetrovics, 2015; . Some of the main arguments against the formalization of the disorder include the lack of consensus regarding the term used, its operational definition (i.e., criteria), its assessment, the course of the disorder, and the precise features of the problematic behavior (Aarseth et al., 2017) . Thus, according to researchers who support the inclusion of GD in ICD-11 at this stage, there is a need for data that may help promote reaching further consensus to aid in advancing IGD/GD-related prevention, treatment, and research efforts (Griffiths, Kuss, Lopez-Fernandez, & Pontes, 2017; Higuchi et al., 2017; Lee, Choo, & Lee, 2017; Müller & Wölfling, 2017) . Furthermore, the current state of research regarding the clinical relevance of gaming, its health burden, and the neurobiological similarities to other addictive disorders warrants inclusion of this condition in ICD-11 as a behavioral addiction (Saunders et al., 2017) .
A common issue in the field of IGD has been the lack of consistency in screening tools. This was highlighted in a systematic literature review conducted before the publication of the DSM-5 by King, Haagsma, Delfabbro, Gradisar, and Griffiths (2013) , which identified 18 different measurement instruments assessing problematic gaming. As the authors reported, the instruments varied considerably in content, which is unsurprising given the lack of any consensual diagnostic criteria prior to the inclusion of IGD in Section 3 of the DSM-5, and many of these instruments had not been tested psychometrically. Since the publication of the DSM-5, a number of other tools have been developed to assess IGD (van Rooij, Van Looy, & Billieux, 2017) . For instance, instruments include the 27-item Internet Gaming Disorder Scale and its short, nine-item version (IGDS; Lemmens, Valkenburg, & Gentile, 2015) , or the nine-item Internet Gaming Disorder ScaleShort-Form (IGDS-SF9; Pontes & Griffiths, 2015) , which were both based on the nine DSM-5 criteria. The latter has been examined in a number of languages such as Italian (Monacis, Palo, Griffiths, & Sinatra, 2016) , Turkish (Evren et al., 2018) , Portuguese , and Slovenian (Pontes, Macur, & Griffiths, 2016) , and has also undergone measurement invariance testing in cross-cultural studies comparing, for instance, data from the U.K., U.S., and India (Pontes, Stavropoulos, & Griffiths, 2017) . Although instruments such as these appear more consistent because they all try to operationalize the same criteria, examining their psychometric properties in a comprehensive way is important for reliable and valid research in the area.
The Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10; Király, Sleczka, et al., 2017 ) is a short screening instrument that assesses IGD as operationalized in the DSM-5, adopting a concise, clear, and consistent item-wording that adequately reflects the IGD construct. It was developed using a large sample of online gamers and showed promising psychometric properties based on initial analyses. Results of a confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) showed that the theoretically assumed unidimensional model fit the data adequately. According to a structural regression model testing the pattern of covariates, a strong correlation was observed with the Problematic Online Gaming Questionnaire (POGQ; Demetrovics et al., 2012) , an instrument assessing a similar construct, and both instruments were moderately associated with psychiatric distress and weakly with gaming time, supporting the construct validity of the IGDT-10 (Király, Sleczka, et al., 2017) . Previous instruments operationalizing the IGD criteria as proposed in the DSM-5 were either lengthier or had adopted the DSM-5 item-wording too closely, making the instrument less user-friendly, or did not fully cover all nine criteria. Accordingly, the comparative advantage of the IGDT-10 over the other short instruments (e.g., Lemmens et al., 2015; Pontes & Griffiths, 2015) is its clear and user-friendly wording and its comprehensive coverage of all IGD criteria as proposed by the DSM-5.
Given that problematic gaming is a global phenomenon, at least across developed and developing countries, cross-cultural research is greatly needed. Furthermore, measurement invariance across gender is also important because of the considerable gender differences in video gaming habits and problematic gaming (Pápay et al., 2013; Rehbein, Kliem, Baier, Mößle, & Petry, 2015) . To conduct meaningful cross-cultural and gender comparisons, screening instruments need to demonstrate that they are psychometrically equivalent (i.e., measurement invariant). If invariance is not present, interpretation of mean scores and correlations between groups may be ambiguous. This is because lack of invariance suggests that, in the current context, true cultural or gender differences in the construct (IGD) may be confounded by changes in item functioning or variability in dimensionality. Failure to establish invariance would indicate the need for culturally or gender sensitive assessments and treatment. On the other hand, if invariance is present, it means that people of different cultures or genders interpret and respond to items in the same way.
Against this background, the aim of the present study was to explore the psychometric properties of the IGDT-10 across seven language-based samples (Czech, English-speaking, Frenchspeaking, Hungarian, Persian [Iranian] , Norwegian, and Spanish [Peruvian] ) and to test the instrument's measurement invariance as a function of language and gender. To the best of the authors' knowledge, this is the first study to test gender and language invariance of an IGD screening instrument in a large international sample of more than 7,000 online gamers.
Method

Participants and Procedure
The present study is part of a large cross-cultural research project exploring online gaming motives, problematic online gaming, and other psychological factors such as psychiatric symptoms and impulsivity among 10 language-based samples: Czech (n ϭ 496), English-speaking (n ϭ 754), French-speaking (n ϭ 421), Hungarian (n ϭ 3924), Italian (n ϭ 280), Korean (n ϭ 3040), Norwegian (n ϭ 721), Persian (Iranian; n ϭ 791), Spanish (Peruvian; n ϭ 612), and Slovenian (n ϭ 274). Countries of residence for the participants in each language-based sample are shown in Table 1 . The present study uses seven of the 10 samples (i.e., Czech, English-speaking, French-speaking, Hungarian, Persian [Iranian] , Norwegian, 1 and Spanish [Peruvian] ) because data collection in the other three languages (i.e., Italian, Korean, and Slovenian) took place before or during the development of the IGDT-10. However, the methods of the entire research project are described in the present paper.
The same online questionnaire (with few changes; for details see Supplemental Table 1 among the online supplemental materials) was used to collect data from online gamers in all aforementioned language-based samples. Survey questions were translated from English to the other languages using a standardized procedure (Beaton, Bombardier, Guillemin, & Ferraz, 2000) . Translation was conducted by researcher colleagues from the collaborating countries and back-translated by another expert. Back translations were compared with the original English version, and differences were discussed until a final consensus was reached. The final versions were shown to a small group of gamers who gave their opinions regarding the clarity and comprehension of the items.
The study protocol was the same for all languages and the same online platform hosted the questionnaires in each language, except for Korean and Spanish (Peruvian) versions where the collaborating researchers used their own online platforms and Persian (Iranian) version where another platform was provided by the lead researchers of this project due to technical issues. Data collection for the entire cross-cultural research project took place between 2011 and 2016. Unique data collection time frames are presented in Supplemental Table 1 among the online supplemental materials. The cross-cultural research 1 The Norwegian sample was collected in three different time periods over the course of two and a half years (for details see Supplemental Table  1 ). The IGDT-10 was included in the survey only during the third data collection wave, therefore the Norwegian sample used in this study is only a subsample (n ϭ 195) of the total Norwegian sample. This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
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project was approved by the Institutional Review Board of the authors' institution and was performed in line with the Declaration of Helsinki. Participants were recruited online via gaming-related websites, forums, and social-networking sites (SNSs). The most popular online gaming websites and gamer groups on SNSs were identified. A call for participation was posted regularly in the "off topic" section of the forums, and on the news feed of the SNSs. In the call for participation, gamers were asked to visit a separate website and complete the questionnaire. Prior to filling out the questionnaire, all participants were informed about the goals of the study and the time needed to complete it (approximately 20 min). Participants were assured about confidentiality and anonymity, and their informed consent was obtained prior to study participation. To participate in the study, it was necessary to be 18 years or older. To encourage participation, incentives were offered, and these varied to be appropriate to the specific cultures and research groups. The incentives were typically material or financial prizes that one or more lucky participants could win in a drawing (see Supplemental  Table 1 among the online supplemental materials for more details about the incentives in each sample). According to the voluntary nature of participation, answering all survey questions was not mandatory. No personal information was collected or stored except for e-mail addresses in those samples where incentives were offered (see Supplemental Table 1 among the online supplemental materials). These e-mail addresses were stored confidentially and were only used to contact the winners of the draws.
However, there were a few exceptions in the recruitment process across cultures/languages. In the case of the Hungarian sample, a popular gaming magazine helped to promote the survey among their online readers and Facebook followers (for more details of the recruitment process see Király, Tóth, Urbán, Demetrovics, & Maraz, 2017) . In the case of the Peruvian sample, the online survey was promoted on the website and Facebook page of a large gaming event. Consequently, the Peruvian sample comprised mostly the participants of this gaming event (i.e., "hard-core" gamers). Lastly, in the Korean case, data were collected by a market and opinion research company (Hankook Research, Inc.) using a prerecruited panel through the Computer Aided Web Interview (CAWI) method. The target population included adults aged 20 to 49 years who played video games within one month prior to data collection. The panel was established in a way to resemble the Korean population along key demographic characteristics (i.e., gender, age, geographic location). Therefore, it comprised mostly casual gamers and had a higher proportion of women than the other samples.
Measures
The same online questionnaire battery was administered in all 10 language-based samples. Some minor changes were made to improve the questionnaire battery or to adjust to the particular needs of the different samples. Supplemental Table 1 among the online supplemental materials summarizes the measures used in each language-based sample. In the present study, only those measurement instruments that were used to test the validity and measurement invariance of the IGDT-10 across languages are described in detail.
Sociodemographic characteristics. Data concerning gender, age, country of residence and nationality, marital status, educational level, current education-related, and work-related status were collected.
Gaming time. Categories for weekly gaming time were the following: (a) "less than seven hours weekly (less than one hour a day)," (b) "7-14 hours weekly (1-2 hours per day)," (c) "15-28 hours weekly (2-4 hours per day)," (d) "29 -42 hours weekly (4-6 This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
hours per day)," and (e) "more than 42 hours weekly (more than 6 hours per day)." Motives for Online Gaming Questionnaire (MOGQ; Demetrovics et al., 2011). The MOGQ is a 27-item self-report measure that assesses the full range of motives for online gaming. These are: social (e.g., "because I can meet many different people"), escape (e.g., "to forget about unpleasant things or offenses"), competition (e.g., "because I like to win"), skill development (e.g., "because it improves my skills"), coping (e.g., "because it helps me get rid of stress"), fantasy (e.g., "to be somebody else for a while"), and recreation (e.g., "for recreation"). The instrument uses a 5-point Likert scale from never to almost always/ always, with higher scores indicating stronger motivations. Internal consistencies for the present sample were excellent, ranging from .76 (recreation) to .91 (skill development).
Problematic Online Gaming Questionnaire (POGQ; Demetrovics et al., 2012). The POGQ is an 18-item scale assessing problematic online gaming, showing good psychometric properties in both adult and adolescent samples (Pápay et al., 2013) . The scale comprises six factors: social isolation (e.g., "How often do you choose gaming over going out with someone?"), interpersonal conflicts (e.g., "How often do the people around you complain that you are gaming too much?"), overuse (e.g., "How often do you unsuccessfully try to reduce the time you spend on gaming?), withdrawal (e.g., "How often do you get irritable or upset when you cannot play?"), immersion (e.g., "How often are you so immersed in gaming that you forget to eat?"), and preoccupation (e.g., "How often do you daydream about gaming?"). Participants respond on a 5-point Likert scale (1 ϭ never, 5 ϭ almost always/ always), with higher scores indicating higher risk for problematic online gaming. The internal consistencies of the scale were excellent on each language-based sample (␣ Hungarian ϭ .90; ␣ Persian (Iranian) ϭ .94; ␣ English ϭ .89; ␣ French ϭ .89; ␣ Norwegian ϭ .90; ␣ Czech ϭ .90; ␣ Spanish (Peruvian) ϭ .94).
Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10; Király, Sleczka, et al., 2017). The IGDT-10 assesses past-year IGD, with 10 items comprising the nine diagnostic criteria of IGD based on DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; e.g., "Have you ever in the past 12 months unsuccessfully tried to reduce the time spent on gaming?"). It was developed theoretically via experts' discussion. To retain high content validity, the nine DSM-5 criteria of IGD were strictly followed, while also taking into account Petry et al.'s (2014) recommendations regarding item operationalization. Given the complexity of the final IGD criterion ("Has jeopardized or lost a significant relationship, job, or educational or career opportunity because of participation in Internet games"), operationalized this criterion via two items to avoid the use of double-barreled questions. Respondents indicated the frequency of each statements (0 ϭ never; 1 ϭ sometimes; 2 ϭ often). However, during further analyses, the IGDT-10 scores were recoded to resemble the dichotomous structure of the DSM-5 criteria of IGD. Responses never and sometimes were coded as the criterion was not met (0 point), whereas often was evaluated as the criterion was met (1 point). Because two items referred to the final DSM-5 criterion (Items 9 and 10), they were combined during the scoring. Responding with "often" to any of the two items or both generated one point in the scoring. Therefore, the composite score of IGDT-10 ranged from 0 to 9. A score of five or more points indicates clinically relevant cases according to the DSM-5 (American Psychiatric Association, 2013). Therefore, this threshold was used to define the proportion of participants that met the cut-off score on the IGDT-10 (the possible risk group). Nevertheless, the present study avoids using the term "prevalence" because of the convenience nature of the sample. The English version of the IGDT-10, along with the translations in Hungarian, Persian (Iranian), French, Norwegian, Czech, and Spanish (Peruvian), can be seen in Supplemental Table  3 -9 among the online supplemental materials. The instrument has also been adapted to Chinese language and showed good psychometric properties among adolescents in Taiwan (Chiu, Pan, & Lin, 2018) .
Brief Symptom Inventory (BSI; Derogatis, 1975) . The BSI assesses psychiatric distress comprising 53 items on nine selfreported clinically relevant psychological symptoms: psychoticism (e.g., "The idea that someone else can control your thoughts"), paranoid ideation (e.g., "Feeling others are to blame for most of your troubles"), phobic anxiety (e.g., "Feeling afraid in open spaces"), hostility (e.g., "Feeling easily annoyed or irritated"), anxiety (e.g., "Nervousness or shakiness inside"), depression (e.g., "Thoughts of ending your life"), interpersonal sensitivity (e.g., "Your feelings being easily hurt"), compulsion-obsession (e.g., "Trouble remembering things"), and somatization (e.g., "Faintness or dizziness"). Participants indicated on a 5-point Likert scale (0 ϭ not at all, 4 ϭ extremely) how much they were bothered by psychological symptoms during the past seven days. In the present study, a summarized index, namely the Global Severity Index (GSI), was used to assess the level of general distress. Higher GSI scores indicated stronger psychiatric distress. The internal consistencies of the scale were excellent in each languagebased samples (␣ Hungarian ϭ .96; ␣ Persian (Iranian) ϭ .98; ␣ English ϭ .97; ␣ French ϭ .96; ␣ Norwegian ϭ .97; ␣ Czech ϭ .96). In the case of the Peruvian sample, only the depression and anxiety subscales were assessed, these subscales also showed good internal consistencies (␣ depression ϭ .87; ␣ anxiety ϭ .89).
Barratt Impulsiveness Scale (BIS; Kapitány-Fövény et al., 2018; Patton, Stanford, & Barratt, 1995). The BIS-21 assesses impulsivity across 21 items comprising three components of impulsivity: self-control (reversed, e.g., "I plan tasks carefully."), impulsive behavior (e.g., "I do things without thinking."), and restlessness (e.g., "I am restless at the theater or lectures."). Participants indicate their responses on a 5-point Likert scale (1 ϭ rarely/never, 4 ϭ almost always/always), with higher scores indicating higher level of impulsivity. The internal consistencies of this scale were good on each language-based sample (␣ Hungarian ϭ .80; ␣ Persian (Iranian) ϭ .82; ␣ English ϭ .82; ␣ French ϭ .79; ␣ Norwegian ϭ .79; ␣ Czech ϭ .84; ␣ Spanish (Peruvian) ϭ .82).
Statistical Analyses
Statistical analyses were performed using SPSS 22 and Mplus 7.3 . Only fully or almost fully completed questionnaires were analyzed (i.e., cases with less than 10% missing values per scales). Missing data were treated with Full Information Maximum Likelihood (FIML) method in Mplus. Confirmatory factor analysis (CFA) was used to assess the dimensionality of the scale with the weighted least squares mean-and variance-adjusted (WLSMV) estimator which was demonstrated to This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers.
outperform maximum likelihood for ordered-categorical indicators with five or fewer answer categories (Bandalos, 2014; Finney & DiStefano, 2006) . The IGDT-10 items were analyzed in each language and in each gender to check the adequacy of the fit of the one-factor model. Model fit was determined by assessing multiple goodness-of-fit indices (Guttman, 1945; Hu & Bentler, 1999 ) based on the following thresholds (Guttman, 1945; Hu & Bentler, 1999; Schermelleh-Engel, Moosbrugger, & Müller, 2003) : the Comparative Fit Index (CFI; Ն .95 for good model fit, Ն .90 for acceptable model fit), the Tucker-Lewis Index (TLI; Ն .95 for good model fit, Ն .90 for acceptable model fit), and the Root MeanSquare Error of Approximation (RMSEA; Յ .05 for good model fit, Յ .08 for acceptable model fit) with its 90% confidence intervals (90% CIs). Factor loadings Ն0.40 were considered to be salient (Brown, 2015) .
Measurement invariance between language (Hungarian, Persian, English, French, Norwegian, Czech, and Spanish) and gender (male and female) groups was tested using multiple-Group CFAs (Jellesma, Meerum Terwogt, Reijntjes, Rieffe, & Stegge, 2005; Muthén & Muthén, 2013; Przybylski, Murayama, DeHaan, & Gladwell, 2013 ) with a convenience feature of Mplus to run the analyses with delta parameterization (as the default parameterization in Mplus; -2017 ). Measurement invariance was tested in all language groups in one model (omnibus test of invariance). In the first step, the models were estimated freely for each language and gender subgroups (in fact, this step was the same as the aforementioned CFA). In the second step, models with increasingly constrained parameters were estimated: (a) factor loadings and thresholds were freely estimated across groups (configural invariance), and (b) factor loadings and thresholds were set to be equal across groups (scalar invariance). The assessment of metric invariance (i.e., only factor loadings were set to be equal across groups) was not allowed for weighted least squares and dichotomous variables in Mplus because this model was not identified because of residual variances or scale factors being allowed to vary across groups (Muthén & Muthén, 2013) . When comparing the increasingly constrained models, because of the oversensitivity of the chi-square difference test (Marsh, Hau, & Grayson, 2005) , relative change in fit indices (i.e., ⌬CFI and ⌬RMSEA) were also examined. A change of Ն Ϫ.01 in the CFI and a change of Ն .015 in the RMSEA indicates noninvariance (Chen, 2007; Cheung & Rensvold, 2002) .
Internal consistencies were assessed by Cronbach's alpha coefficient (␣), which was considered acceptable if the values were Ն.70 and good if the values were Ͼ.80 (Brown, 2015) . Given the severe criticisms regarding the limited usefulness of Cronbach's alpha as a reliability estimate (Sijtsma, 2009 ), composite reliability (CR) was also calculated, which can better represent the construct as it takes into account the factor loadings with their respective measurement errors. CR was assessed based on the formula of Raykov (1997) , and is considered acceptable above .60 and good above .70 (Bagozzi & Yi, 1988) . Finally, to test the construct validity of the IGDT-10, Pearson product-moment correlations were examined with related scales (i.e., POGQ, BSI, BIS-21) and variables (i.e., weekly gaming time).
Results
Descriptive Statistics
Cases with severe incompleteness (i.e., cases with more than 10% missing values per scale) and inconsistencies (e.g., inconsistencies in demographic characteristics such as age and number of completed school years, or similar responses given to direct and reversed items in a scale), as well as univariate outliers (e.g., age, education), were excluded in all samples. Basic demographic characteristics (gender ratio, mean age, completed years in education, relationship status, ongoing studies, working status), weekly time spent gaming of respondents, and frequency of gaming on personal computer, video game console, and mobile device can be seen in Table 2 .
Most of the gamers in each sample were male. The Iranian and French-speaking samples had the highest percentage of women (approx. 25%), whereas the Peruvian sample had the lowest percentage (1.3%). The mean age of participants in all samples was more than 20 years. On average, Peruvian gamers were the youngest, whereas Czech players were the oldest. All samples had a majority of individuals being single. The Peruvian sample had the highest proportion of single gamers and the lowest proportion of married gamers. Gamers studying at the time of data collection outnumbered those having a full-time job except for the Czech sample in which this proportion was reversed. The Iranian and the Peruvian samples had the highest proportions of students. The distribution of gaming time followed a normal distribution pattern in six of the seven samples. The only exception was the Iranian sample in which the distribution was skewed severely to the right toward the lower amount of gaming time (the skewness value was 1.41 for the Iranian sample whereas it ranged from Ϫ.02 to .36 in the other samples). The proportion of gamers playing more than two hours on average day per day (including the "15-28 hours weekly [2-4 hours per day]," "29 -42 hours weekly [4 -6 hours per day]," and "more than 42 hours weekly [more than 6 hours per day]" response options) was highest in the Peruvian sample.
Structural Analysis and Measurement Invariance Across Language and Gender
To test the dimensionality of the IGDT-10 scale, separate CFAs were performed on the nine dichotomous items (recoded from the original 10 items; see the Measures section) in all seven languagebased samples and for males and females overall. A one-factor solution was tested based on previous empirical and theoretical evidence (American Psychiatric Association, 2013; Király, Sleczka, et al., 2017) . Goodness-of-fit results are presented in Table 3 . The CFA models were acceptable in all language samples and for males and females (CFIs were Ն .95, TLIs were Ͼ .93 and RMSEAs were Ͻ .05). All factor loadings were salient (Ն0.40), positive, and statistically significant (p Ͻ .001) in each language and across both genders (see Table 4 ).
Measurement invariance for language was tested across all language-based samples (Hungarian, Persian [Iranian] This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
was Ϫ.002 and ⌬RMSEA was Ϫ.002), supporting scalar invariance of the latent means in the one-factor model (see Table 3 ). Finally, configural and scalar invariance models were estimated for males and females. The ⌬ 2 test was not significant (p ϭ .486), indicating support for gender invariance on the level of scalar invariance, in line with the other model fit indices, which did not reach or surpass the recommended cut-off values (⌬CFI ϭ .004; ⌬RMSEA ϭ Ϫ.006; see Table 3 ). In other words, males and females interpret and respond to the IGDT-10 items in the same way.
Reliability, Descriptive Statistics, and Proportions of Each Sample Meeting the Cut-Off Score on the IGDT-10
Reliability indices and descriptive statistics of the IGDT-10 in all samples are presented in Table 4 . Cronbach's alpha coefficients ranged from .62 to .75 in the case of the nine dichotomous items and were above the acceptable limit in the case of the original 10 items with three response options. Moreover, CRs were acceptable indicating that the IGDT-10 is a reliable measure in each languagebased sample. Preoccupation was the most frequently endorsed criterion followed by escape and continuation, whereas withdrawal, giving up other activities, and deception were the least endorsed criteria across majority of language-based and genderbased samples. The proportions of each sample meeting the cut-off score on the IGDT-10 were significantly higher for males than females (4.24% and 2.62%, respectively; 2 ϭ 4.1, p ϭ .042, OR ϭ 0.61, 95% CI [0.37, 0.99]). Furthermore, these proportions varied between 1.61% in the Norwegian and 4.48% in the Englishspeaking sample (comprising mostly gamers from the U.S.A., U.K., Canada and Australia) with one exception. The Spanishspeaking (Peruvian) sample had a particularly high proportion of those meeting the cut-off score (13.71%). However, because of the convenience nature of the sample, these proportions likely do not reflect true prevalence estimates of population-based samples and may overestimate cases based on the sampling strategy, and therefore should be treated cautiously. Nevertheless, they could be useful for designing research in the future on similar samples.
Construct Validity
Correlations were calculated on the basis of the total sample because similar correlational patterns were observed in each language-based subgroup and both genders (see Table 5 ). The language-specific correlational matrix is available as supplemental material (see Supplemental Table 2 among the online supplemental materials). The IGDT-10 had a strong positive association with Note. IGDT-10 ϭ Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test; CFA ϭ confirmatory factor analysis; WLSMV ϭ weighted least squares mean-and variance-adjusted estimator; 2 ϭ -square; df ϭ degrees of freedom; CFI ϭ comparative fit index; TLI ϭ Tucker-Lewis Index; RMSEA ϭ root-mean-square error of approximation; 90% CI ϭ 90% confidence interval of the RMSEA; ⌬ 2 ϭ -square difference test based on the Mplus DIFFTEST function for WLSMV estimator; ⌬CFI ϭ change CFI value; ⌬RMSEA ϭ change in RMSEA value. Gender was coded as 1 for males (reference group) and 2 for females. Missing data were treated with the full information maximum likelihood (FIML) method. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly. Table 4 Factor .57
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the POGQ and moderate association with weekly gaming time, supporting the criterion validity of the IGDT-10. Both the IGDT-10 and the POGQ were positively and moderately related with the level of psychiatric distress (GSI) and impulsivity (BIS-21) supporting the construct validity of the IGDT-10.
Discussion
The present study tested the psychometric properties of the Ten-Item Internet Gaming Disorder Test (IGDT-10), an instrument that assesses IGD as defined in the DSM-5, across seven languagebased samples (i.e., Czech, English, French, Hungarian, Persian [Iranian] , Norwegian, and Spanish [Peruvian] ). Additionally, the study investigated the measurement invariance of the instrument across language and gender groups. Consistent with previous empirical and theoretical evidence, the one-dimensional factor model provided a good fit to the data in each of the samples. Reliability indices (Cronbach's alpha and composite reliability) were acceptable or good in each language-based group and across genders. Criterion and construct validity of the IGDT-10 was supported by its strong positive association with the POGQ and moderate relation with weekly gaming time, psychiatric distress, and impulsivity, associations with similar strengths according to previous studies (Baggio et al., 2016; Hyun et al., 2015; Lemmens et al., 2015; Starcevic, Berle, Porter, & Fenech, 2011) .
In terms of the measurement invariance analyses, results indicated support for both language and gender invariance across the groups on the level of scalar invariance. This means that gamers speaking the seven languages included in the present study, as well as male and female gamers, interpreted and responded to the IGDT-10 items in the same way. Support for an instruments' measurement invariance across cultures and genders is important for meaningful comparisons of summarized scores and associations. If the measurement invariance of an instrument is not supported, differences in the means and associations across the groups may derive from methodological issues (e.g., differences in measurement and scaling) rather than differences in the underlying features being assessed. Such properties could then lead to inaccurate interpretations of findings. According to the present results, the IGDT-10 shows good psychometric properties in seven different language-based samples and appears suitable for making comparisons across languages and gender groups.
The proportions of each sample that met the cut-off score on the IGDT-10 were also obtained. According to the analyses, positive test results for problematic gaming varied between 1.61% and 4.48%, except for the Peruvian sample where this proportion was particularly high (13.71%). Proportions under 5% are consistent with prior reports and studies with representative adolescent and adult samples from Europe report similar prevalence estimates to those observed in the present study . The high rate of Peruvian gamers meeting five or more IGD criteria was somewhat unexpected and may be explained by the nature of the sample. This particular sample was recruited from participants attending a large gaming event, and accordingly, was composed largely of young males who played video games intensively (highly engaged gamers). A possible explanation is that IGD criteria may be less useful for differentiating between highly engaged and problematic gamers (e.g., in specific online gamer samples with high proportions of engaged gamers) than in differentiating between nonproblematic and problematic gamers in more heterogeneous samples (e.g., nationally representative adolescent samples), as suggested by a recent study by Deleuze and colleagues (2017) . For instance, highly engaged gamers may also be preoccupied with gaming both on the behavioral and cognitive levels, but without experiencing problems. Alternatively, but not mutually exclusively, highly engaged gamers may lose interest in previous hobbies for a period of time especially when new commercial games are released or players make new friends in a game. Nevertheless, it is important to note that screening instruments such as the IGDT-10 cannot be used to establish a diagnosis for disorders with low prevalence rates because they are prone to incorrectly overestimate the number of problematic gamers (Maraz, Király, & Demetrovics, 2015) . Furthermore, mischievous responding may also inflate IGD prevalence rates (Przybylski, 2016) . Reliable diagnoses can only be obtained via clinical interviews conducted by qualified professionals.
The present study has several limitations. First, all samples included in the study were self-selected convenience samples and therefore not necessarily representative of the cultures/languages This document is copyrighted by the American Psychological Association or one of its allied publishers. This article is intended solely for the personal use of the individual user and is not to be disseminated broadly.
to which they belong. As a consequence, caution should be exercised in extrapolating the findings to each country. Relatedly, the methods used for participant recruitment differed between the seven samples and yielded different sample sizes. Nevertheless, self-selection yielded specific highly engaged gamer samples (Khazaal et al., 2014) relevant to the focus of the present study. Second, given the self-report nature of the study, the data are vulnerable to social desirability and memory recall biases. Third, similar to the majority of research conducted in the field, the present study also suffers from the common method bias. Future studies should try to obtain behavioral data as well (e.g., in-game behavioral metrics) to validate survey data. However, this is a particularly difficult task, as in-game behavioral variables are usually game-specific (e.g., see Yee, Ducheneaut, Nelson, & Likarish, 2011; Yee, Ducheneaut, Shiao, & Nelson, 2012) . Finally, it should be noted that several criteria assessed with the IGDT-10 have been debated by scholars in the field. Therefore, it is possible that the definition and operationalization of IGD may change over time, which may generate a need to revise assessment instruments such as the IGDT-10. In terms of future research directions, it would be useful to assess test-retest reliability, predictive validity, and clinical validity of the IGDT-10 in these and other crosscultural contexts.
The major strength and novelty of this study is the investigation of language and gender invariance in a large international sample of 7,193 gamers. To the best of the present authors' knowledge, this is the first study of its kind that has provided evidence of invariance of a screening questionnaire for IGD across samples in seven different languages and countries from diverse regions including Europe, the Middle East, North America, and South America. In addition, the robust findings across multiple samples provide further support for the establishment of IGD as a new diagnostic category.
